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Strong interactions can occur between the flow about
an aerospace vehicle and its structural components re-
sulting in several important aeroelastic phenomena.
These aeroelastic phenomena can significantly influ-
ence the performance of the vehicle. At present,
closed-form solutions are available for aeroelastic com-
putations when flows are in either the linear subsonic
or supersonic range. However, for aeroelasticity in-
volving complex nonlinear flows with shock waves,
vortices, flow separations, and aerodynamic heating,
computational methods are still under development.
These complex aeroelastic interactions can be danger-
ous and limit the performance of aircraft. Examples of
these detrimental effects are aircraft with highly swept
wings experiencing vortex-induced aeroelastic oscilla-
tions, transonic regime at which the flutter speed is
low, aerothermoelastic loads that play a critical role in
the design of high-speed vehicles, and flow separations
that often lead to buffeting with undesirable structural
oscillations. The simulation of these complex aeroelas-
tic phenomena requires an integrated analysis of fluids
and structures. This report presents a summary of the
development, applications, and procedures to use the
multidisciplinary computer code ENSAERO. This code
is based on the Euler/Navier-Stokes flow equations and
modal/finite-element structural equations.
Introduction
Understanding the nature of flows and their interac-
tions with structures is becoming increasingly impor-
tant for aerospace vehicles. High performance and ma-
neuverability are playing major roles in design. Flows
over modern aircraft such as High Speed Civil Trans-
port (HSCT) and Advanced Subsonic Civil Transport
(ASCT) are quite often complex, and are associated
with vortices and shock waves. Formation of vor-
tices changes the aerodynamic load distribution on a
wing. Vortices formed on aircraft have caused several
instabilities such as aeroelastic oscillations for a highly
swept flexible wing (refs. 1 and 2). In the transonic
regime, aircraft experience low flutter speeds due to
moving shock waves (refs. 3 and 4). Such instabilities
can severely impair the performance of an aircraft. On
the other hand, there are possibilities of using the vor-
tices to control aircraft at high angles of attack when
some of the conventional control techniques are not
adequate. Advanced methods such as active controls,
are being developed to control the aircraft aeroelas-
tic oscillations. Strong interactions between fluids and
structures occur through the control surfacess (refs. 5
and 6). In addition, thermal loads can further compli-
cate such interactions for high-speed vehicles such as
hypersonic aircraft (ref. 7).
For accurate computation of flows and including in-
teractions with structures, it is necessary to solve the
Navier-Stokes equations and couple them with the
structural equations. Recently, methods were devel-
oped to accurately couple the Euler (ref. 8) and Navier-
Stokes (ref. 9) solutions with the structural equa-
tions and they are incorporated in a multidisciplinary
aeroelastic code, ENSAERO. This new code computes
aeroelastic responses by simultaneously integrating the
Euler/Navier-Stokes equations and the structural equa-
tions of motion using aeroelastically adaptive dynamic
grids. The flow is solved by time-accurate finite differ-
ence schemes based on the Beam-Warming algorithm
(refs. 10 and 11). The code was used to make compu-
tations for flexible wings to demonstrate the effects of
vortical flows (ref. 9).
In this report, the development and applications of the
multidisciplinary code ENSAERO is presented. This
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Governing Aerodynamics Equations
The strong conservation law form of the Navier-Stokes
equations is used for shock-capturing purposes. The
equations in Cartesian coordinates in nondimensional
form can be written as
OQ OE OF OG OE_ OF_, OGv
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To enhance numerical accuracy and efficiency and to
handle boundary conditions more easily, the governing
equations are transformed from the Cartesian coordi-
nates to general curvilinear coordinates where
T_--t
= y, z, t) (2)
r/ = rl(x,y,z,t)
( = ((x,y,z,t)
The resulting transformed equations are not much more
complicated than the original Cartesian set and can be




where ^ indicate the transformed quantities.
In order to solve equation 3 for the full flow, a very
fine grid throughout the flow field is required. In high
Reynolds number flows, the viscous effects are con-
fined to a thin layer near rigid boundaries. In most
practical cases, because of computer storage and speed
limitations, there are only enough grid points to resolve
the gradients normal to the body by clustering the grid
in the normal direction, and resolution along the body
is similar to what is needed in inviscid flow calcula-
tions. As a result, even though the full derivatives are
retained in the equations, the gradients along the body
are not resolved unless the streamwise and circumfer-
ential grid spacings are sufficiently small. Hence, for
many Navier-Stokes computations, the viscous deriva-
tives along the body are dropped. This leads to the
thin-layer Navier-Stokes equations. In this paper the
thin-layer Navier-Stokes form of equation 3 is used for
modeling the flow.
The thin-layer model requires a boundary-layer type
coordinate system. In our case, the _ and r/directions
are along the body and the viscous derivatives asso-
ciated with these directions are dropped, whereas the
terms in ( are retained and the body surface is mapped
onto a constant ( surface. Thus, equation 3 simplifies
to
+ + ooP + = Re -l (4)
It should be emphasized that the thin-layer approxi-
mation is valid only for high Reynolds number flows.
Also, very large turbulent eddy viscosities invalidate
the model.
Aerodynamics Solution Procedures
Computational efficiency is a major requirement in se-
lecting solution procedures. In multidisciplinary com-
putations, the solution of aerodynamic equations re-
quires about 50% of the computational time. As a re-
suit, numerical efficiency of the aerodynamic solution
procedure is an important factor in multidisciplinary
code development.
Several numerical schemes have been developed to
solve equation 4. To date, one of the well tested
schemes is the implicit approximate factorization algo-
rithm of Beam and Warming (ref. 10) based on central
differencing. The diagonal implicit form of the Beam-
Warming method reported by Pulliam and Chaussee
(ref. 11) further reduces the computational time. The
central difference scheme requires specification of an
artificial dissipation to stabilize the computations. Of-
ten such artificial dissipations lead to dissipative so-
lutions. In order to overcome this deficiency of cen-
tral difference schemes, upwind schemes were devel-
oped. To date most of the upwind schemes are based
on flux-splitting in the coordinate direction. Recently,
Obayashi and Goorjian (ref. 12) have developed a new
upwind scheme based on flux-splitting in the stream-
wise direction. This new streamwise upwind scheme
computes flows more accurately than the coordinate-
direction upwind schemes.
The current version of ENSAERO has both options of
central differencing and streamwise upwinding. Both
methods are equally efficient in computational speed.
One of the main bottlenecks in using the Navier-
Stokes equations is the lack of proper turbulence mod-
eling. Solving turbulent flows directly without mod-
eling the turbulence is a very difficult task because
of the extreme time and space scales associated with
turbulent motion. Hence, to date the most common
method of simulating turbulent flows is through an ap-
proximate turbulence model that is implemented into
the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations. In
this work the turbulence model proposed by Baldwin-
Lomax (ref. 14) is used.
Aeroelastic Equations of Motion
The governing aeroelastic equations of motion of
a flexible wing are solved using the Rayleigh-Ritz
method. In this method, the resulting aeroelastic dis-
placements at any time are expressed as a function of a
finite set of assumed modes. The contribution of each
assumed mode to the total motion is derived by La-
grange's equation. Furthermore, it is assumed that the
deformation of the continuous wing structure can be
represented by deflections at a set of discrete points.
This assumption facilitates the use of discrete struc-
tural data, such as the modal vector, the modal stiff-
ness matrix, and the modal mass matrix. These can be
generated from a finite-element analysis or from ex-
perimental influence-coefficient measurements. In this
study, the finite-element method is used to obtain the
modal data.
It is assumed that the deformed shape of the wing can
be represented by a set of discrete displacements at
selected nodes. From the modal analysis, the displace-
ment vector {d} can be expressed as
{d} = [¢]{q} (5)
where [¢] is the modal matrix and {q} is the general-
ized displacement vector.
The final matrix form of the aeroelastic equations of
motion is
[M]{_} + [al{q}+ [Kl{q} = {F} (6)
where [M], [G], and [K] are modal mass, damping,
and stiffness matrices, respectively. {F} is the aerody-
namic force vector defined as (½) pU_ [¢]T [A] {A Cp }
and [A] is the diagonal area matrix of the aerodynamic
control points.
The aeroelastic equation of motion, equation 6, is
solved by a numerical integration technique based on
the linear acceleration method (ref. 15).
Finite-element Structures
The use of finite elements is a well developed technol-
ogy for solving structural problems. General-purpose
codes based on finite element methods, such as NAS-
TRAN, are available for analyzing structures coupled
with linear aerodynamics. On the other hand, to solve
the nonlinear flow problems, finite-element methods


















the systemis analyzedfor nodalpoint loadswhich
areequalin magnitudebut oppositein signto these
restrainingforces. Thesenodalforcesareaddedto
theaerodynamicloads.Moredetailscanbefoundin
bookssuchasreference16. A procedureof model-
ing thethermalloadsin a finite-elementprogramis
illustratedbythisauthorin chapter13of reference16.
An equationsimilarto equation6 canbesolvedusing
thedirectmatricesfromthefiniteelementmethodin
placeof themodalmatrices.Thethermaloadscanbe




Many physically important phenomena occur in en-
gineering because of strong coupled interactions be-
tween structures and fluids. One such case is the use
of wings with control surfaces. Aerodynamic means
can be developed through active controls to counter
the forces and moments that drive flutter and dynamic
instability. Use of active control is important for future
aircraft which will tend to be more complex for high
maneuverability.
In the past, a procedure for simulating the active cou-
pling of structures and nonlinear flows was presented
(ref. 5) using transonic small disturbance equations.
The approach was oriented towards synthesizing ac-
tive controls of aeroelastically oscillating wings with
unsteady transonics in the time domain. This procedure
was implemented in the TSP (transonic small pertur-
bation) code ATRAN3S (ref. 5) and the role of shock
waves on active controls was studied. The scheme
presented in ATRAN3S work is general in nature and
can be extended to study engineering problems where
structures and fluids are strongly coupled through some
type of active control system.
The present work, a procedure similar to the one avail-
able in ATRAN3S is implemented in ENSAERO. It
is assumed that a control law is known from detailed
control theory analysis for a given configuration. By
using the present procedure the coupled phenomena of
structures, aerodynamics, and active controls can be
accurately simulated. A typical control law in the time






= Glhl(t)e i_1 + G2al(t)e _¢2 (7)
control surface deflection
gain factors
deflection at a selected point on the wing
angle of attack at a selected span station
phase angles
By representing the active control law in the above
form, the coupled phenomena of structures, aerody-
namics, and active controls can be studied in a realistic
time domain.
One major difference between ATRAN3S and EN-
SAERO is in grids. Grids are not moved in
ATRAN3S for control surfaces because of the use of
the small disturbance equations. Since ENSAERO uses
Euler/Navier-Stokes equations, grids need to be moved
according to the control surface movements. Currently,
control surface deflections are modeled by shearing the
grid which is valid for moderate control surface angles-
of-attack up to about 6 deg. A complete method which
uses a sliding zonal grid is also available in a special
version of the code.
Configuration-adaptive Moving Grids
One of the major problems in computational aerody-
namics using the Euler/Navier-Stokes equations lies
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ing componentsi developedfor ENSAERO(ref. 17).
The effectsof the aeroelastic-configuration-adaptive
dynamicgridsonthestabilityandaccuracyof thenu-
mericalschemesarebeingstudiedin detail.
In thiswork, thezonalgridtechnologybasedon the
work in reference13 is implemented.Figure2 illus-
tratesa schematicapproachto go fromzonalgridsin
thephysicalspacetothecomputationalspace.Figure3
illustratestheoverlappingof a finegridwitha coarse




for aeroelasticapplications. The algebraicmethod
wasselectedto minimizethecomputationaloverhead










arelocatedfar from the wingto minimizetheeffect
of boundaryreflections,and4) thegridsadaptto the
deformedwingpositionat eachtimestep.
For wingsthecodegeneratesbothsurfaceandfield





Thegrid deformsto remaincoincidentwith thewing
surfaceasit deflects,whiletheouterboundaryof the
gridis fixedin space.At theendof eachtimestep,the
deformedshapeof thewingis computedusingequa-
tion 5 includingthecontrolsurfacedeflectionsgiven
by equation7. The_ and_ grid distributionson the
grid surfacecorrespondingto thewingsurface(( grid
index= 1) are obtainedfrom previouslyassumed
distributions.Thesedistributionsareselectedto sat-
isfy the generalrequirementsof a grid for accurate
computations.In thiswork,thegridin the_ direction
is selectedsothatthe grid spacingis smallnearthe
wing andstretchesexponentiallyto theouterbound-
aries. The grid nearthe leadingedgeis madefiner
thantherestof thewingin orderto modelthegeom-
etryaccurately.In thespanwisedirection,a uniformly
distributedgridspacingisusedonthewing.Tomodel
thewingtip, a finergridspacingis used.Awayfrom
thewingtip, ther/grid spacingstretchesexponentially.




exponentiallyto a fixedouterboundary.To prevent
theouterboundariesfrommoving,thegrid is sheared
in the( direction.Themetricsrequiredin thecom-
putationaldomainarecomputedusingthefollowing
relations
tit = --Xr_lx -- Yrrly -- zrrlz
= - -
(s)
The grid velocities X-r, Yr, and zr required in equa-
tion 8 are computed using the grids at new and old time
levels. This adaptive grid-generation scheme is incor-
porated into ENSAERO. The ability of this scheme
to compute accurate aeroelastic responses has been
demonstrated in reference 8.
Grid capability similar to wings is also available for
wing-body configurations. However, for a wing-body
configuration the surface flow solver grid is required
as an input. The H-O type field grid is generated by
the code. Figure 5 shows the deformed grid generated
by the code for a typical wing-body configuration.
Currently the code assumes that only the grids in the
zones attached to the surface are allowed to move. The
grid movements approach zero near the zonal outer
boundaries that interface with other zones. This as-
sumption minimizes errors caused by the moving zonal
interfaces. General approaches where zonal interfaces
can move relative to one another is also available in
special versions of the code described later in this
report.
Computational efficiency and robustness of the solu-
tion method are important for CPU time intensive aero-
elastic calculations with configuration-adaptive grids.
Therefore, a numerically efficient diagonal algorithm is
used. The diagonal algorithm computes time-accurate
calculations in a geometrically nonconservative fash-
ion. Geometric conservation can improve the accu-
racy of the results for moving grids. However, studies
have shown that satisfying geometric conservation has
little effect on the solutions associated with moving
grids. The time steps used for Navier-Stokes calcula-
tions are typically small enough that the error from geo-
metric nonconservation is negligible for most practical
purposes.
The validation of computed results with experiments
reported in this paper and in reference 17 further sup-
ports the use of the diagonal scheme for computations
associated with moving grids. In order to maintain
the efficiency and robustness of the diagonal scheme,
the present time-accurate computations are made in a
geometrically nonconservative fashion.
Code Design
Computational methods and computer hardware are
continually evolving and growing technologies. Modu-
lar coding procedures and hardware independence can
minimize software maintenance cost, particularly for
multidisciplinary codes. NASTRAN, one of the suc-
cessful codes of NASA for structural analysis is a typ-
ical example of highly modular coding. Similar efforts
have been made for codes based on CFD. ATRAN3S
of NASA Ames Research Center (ref. 5) is a hardware-
independent code written in modular fashion which has
been successfully used for multidisciplinary research
involving fluids/structures/active controls. However,
several issues, such as grids, were simple in ATRAN3S
because of the use of the small disturbance equations.
ENSAERO is being designed as a multidisciplinary
code. For portability it is written in standard
FORTRAN-77. It contains eight main modules,
namely: 1) input processor, 2) grid generation, 3) flow
solver, 4) finite elements structures, 5) aeroelastic so-
lution, 6) active controls, 7) thermal loads, and 8)
post processor. Each module is independent of oth-
ers for the purposes of code development and adding
new features. Most of the communication among
modules take place through COMMON BLOCK data.
An automated bookkeeping utility, NUPDATE, that
is available on most of the super computers such as
Cray Y-MP, Cray C-90, etc., is utilized in program-
ming. This kind of typical computerized bookkeeping
technique is highly suitable for the multiprogrammer
environment of writing large scientific codes. Such
an environment is essential for multidisciplinary code
development since several analysts and programmers
from different disciplines need to mutually coordinate.
A special version of the code is also maintained by
less versatile but more easily available UNIX utility
"make." A flow diagram of the code is illustrated in
figure 6.
Currently the code is being developed on Cray com-
puters at Ames Research Center, Numerical Aerody-
namic Simulation (NAS) Systems Division. The cur-
rent version of ENSAERO runs at 400 million float-
ing point operations per second (MFLOPS) on a single
processor of Cray C-90 computer. The central pro-
cessing unit (CPU) time per time step per grid point is
5 x 10 -6 sec, and the memory required per grid point
is about 30 words with the use of a secondary storage.
The memory required per grid point can be further re-
duced by using the zonal grids in the code. Details of
input options for version 2.3 that has built-in grids for
wings with moving control surfaces and modal struc-
tures is given in appendix A. A sample input is given
in appendix B.
Illustrations
In this section, some results from ENSAERO to il-
lustrate its various capabilities are shown. Most of the
multidisciplinary results illustrate the coupling between
flow and structures. Computations are made using both
central difference and upwind options of the code. Un-
less stated all results are presented for turbulent flows.
Steady Pressures
The steady-state option of the present development is
same as the TNS code capability with zonal grids.
(ref. 13) Currently, for steady state computation the
code can model full aircraft such as the F-16. Fig-
ure 7 illustrates the steady pressure contours on the
F-16 aircraft by using 27 zones. The capability of
the code to compute separated flows is already demon-
strated (ref. 13). The capability of the code to compute
flowsatmoderateto highanglesof attackis illustrated
in figure8 by computingthelifts up to 20degangle
of attackfor adeltawing.
Unsteady Pressures on Rigid Configurations in
Oscillating Motion
ENSAERO has an option of computing unsteady flows
over wings in oscillating and ramp motions. In the
code, an efficient procedure is provided to switch be-
tween Euler and Navier-Stokes equations. Figure 9
shows the Euler and Navier-Stokes unsteady pressures
on the AGARD rectangular wing in a pitching motion
taken from reference 17. The wing is pitching about
the mid-chord with a reduced frequency k based on a
root chord equal to 0.27. The Navier-Stokes results
compare better with the experiment than do the Euler
results.
The present code has an important capability of zonal
grids which was earlier developed for the steady state
computations. This zonal grid capability is extended
for moving grids (ref. 17). Figure 10 illustrates
the two-zone computation on the AGARD rectangu-
lar wing in pitching motion. The smooth variation
of Mach contours through the zonal interface can be
seen in the figure. This illustrates the potential of the
present code to treat complete geometry with moving
zonal grids.
The geometry capability in the code can handle gen-
eral wing motions. This is illustrated by computing
the unsteady pressures over the F-5 wing oscillating in
a pitching mode as shown in figure 11. The unsteady
pressures at subsonic Mach number are shown in fig-
ure 12. More details can be found in reference 12.
Unsteady Pressures on Rigid Configurations in
Ramp Motion
In this section, ENSAERO is demonstrated to compute
flow over a typical wing-body configuration shown in
figure 9 pitching from o_ = 0.0 to 15.0 deg in a ramp
motion. All computations for the rigid configuration at
Moo = 0.90 and Rec = 1.52 x 106, using a time-step
size of 2 × 10 -3. From numerical experiments, it was
found that the time-step size used is adequate to obtain
a stable and accurate unsteady solution.
Computations were made at two pitch rates (A) 0.10
and 0.050. The pitch rate, A, is defined as dc/Uoo
where c_ is in radians. Figure 13 shows computed re-
sponses of lift, moment, and drag for both pitch rates.
Both computed and measured steady state results are
also shown for comparison. The comparison is rea-
sonable except for some discrepancies near peaks of
lift and moment coefficient curves. In general, lifts
and moments compare better than drag with the ex-
periment. More details about these calculations and
also for wing-body-canard configuration can be found
in references 18 and 19, respectively.
Aeroelastic Computations
As stated in the introduction, one of the unique
features of ENSAERO is the ability to accurately
compute aeroelastic responses associated with vorti-
caVtransonic/separated flows which are highly nonlin-
ear in nature. Significant details of physics may be lost
if the flow details are neglected. To illustrate the impor-
tance of the flow on aeroelasticity, results are demon-
strated for a flexible blended wing-body configuration.
The mode shapes and frequencies of the first six modes
computed using the finite-element method are shown in
figure 14. This configuration experienced AOA (angle
of attack) dependent aeroelastic oscillations associated
with vortical flows. Figure 15 shows the presence of
a strong vortex on the wing for 10.5 deg AOA. Fig-
ure 16 shows the aeroelastic responses at 0, 8, and
12 deg AOA. As it was observed in the wind tunnel
measurements (ref. 1), the configuration experiences a
sustained aeroelastic oscillations at 8 deg AOA due to
interaction between a strong vortex and wing flexibil-
ity. At 0 deg AOA, aeroelastic oscillations are not ob-
served since there is no vortex on the wing. At 12 deg
AOA, again no oscillations are observed due weaken-
ing of vortex from flow separation. More details are
given in reference 9. Other current multidisciplinary
codes such as NASTRAN, ATRAN3S/XTRAN3S, etc.
that use low fidelity flow equations cannot predict this
phenomenon.
Moving Control Surfaces
The present development can be used for computing
aeroelastic responses of aircraft with active controls.
The code has the capability to model moving control
surfacesby usingslidingandshearedgrids(ref. 19).
Figure17 illustratesthecomparisonof unsteadypres-





Special Options in the Code
Continuous effort is being made to enhance the ca-
pability of the ENSAERO code. One of the major
efforts is to incorporate full finite element structures
capability. References 22 and 23 describe the imple-
mentation of wing-box and shell/plate finite element
capabilities into the code. Another major effort is to
develop a parallel version of the code. A wing-body
version has been successfully implemented on Intel's
iPSC/860 computer. References 24 and 25 describe
the details about parallel implementation. Recently an
LU-SGS flow solver combined with pseudo-dynamic
aeroelastic solver option was added to the code to con-
siderably reduce CPU time for static aeroelastic com-
putations (ref. 26). Robust general mismatch sliding
boundary interface capability is also available as de-
scribed in reference 27. Other special options such
as Johnson-King turbulence model, structural thermal
stress capability etc. are also available with the code.
Conclusions
In this report, the computational code ENSAERO de-
veloped for multidisciplinary computations involving
fluid/structural interactions is described. The code uses
a moving patched zonal grid concept to model com-
plex flexible aerospace vehicles. The flow is modeled
using the Euler/Navier-Stokes equations, and compu-
tations are made using efficient methods based on both
central and upwind schemes. The structure is rep-
resented by both modal and finite-element equations
to model general aerospace vehicles. Provisions are
made to accommodate other disciplines such as con-
trols. The capability of the code to compute unsteady
flows on flexible configurations with transonic/vortical
flows is demonstrated. The present development is a
useful computational tool for the multidisciplinary area
involving fluid/structural/control interactions. Parallel
implementation of this computational tool on the state-
of-the-art parallel computers such as Intel iPSC 860
has successfully begun.
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Figure 6. Flow diagram of ENSAERO.
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Figure7. Machcontoursof atypicalwing-bodyconfigurationat M = 0.90,a = 1.69 deg, and




Circular arc clipped delta wing
Root: 6% thick, tip = 4% thick
AR = 2.5, TR = 0.23, L.E. sweep = 60
M = 0.70
1.0 F Re = 1.35 x 106
/
/ --_ ENSAERO




Angle of attack (deg)
Figure 8. Comparison of computed lifts with the experiment.
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AGARD RECTANGULAR WING
AR = 4.0, NACA 64A010 AIRFOIL
M = 0.80, k = 0.27






































































Figure 9. Comparison of Euler and Navier-Stokes unsteady pressures with the experiment.
l?











= 0.80, (_max = 2"0°' k = 0.27, Re = 2.4 x 106
Figure 10. Mach contours at 50% semispan station using two-zone grid for an oscillating wing.
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Unsteady Comparison
Modal Motion in Experiment
F5 Wing: AR = 2.98, TR = 0.31, L.E. sweep = 32°
0
._ Chord.2
Figure 11. Unsteady motion of a rigid fighter wing.
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F-5 wing
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Mode 1, f(comp) = 2.06,
f(gvt) = 1.77
.2 .4 .6 .8 1.0
°
Chord
Mode 2, f(comp) = 5.72,
f(gvt) = 5.33
Chord
Mode 3, f(comp) = 13.03,
f(gvt) = 11.90
Mode 4, f(comp) = 14.06,
f(gvt) = 13.02
Chord
Mode 5, f(comp) = 22.31,
f(gvt) = 21.90 Mode 6, f(comp) = 25.06
Chord
Figure 14. Mode shapes of a typical flexible blended wing-body configuration.
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Density contours
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USER'S MANUAL FOR ENSAERO
This version 2.3 includes options between central and upwind schemes
















*** comment line ***
FLOW





















0 - Start from freestream conditions
1 - Start from steady/static-rigid
2 - Start from unsteady/dyn-aeroelastic
conditions
Number of CFD zones
Built-in C-H type grid
Number of points in x-direction
Number of points in y-direction
Number of points in z -direction
Flag for type of case
0 - Steady rigid computations from steady
1 - Unsteady rigid computations from steady
2 - Unsteady rigid computations from unsteady
3 - Static aeroelastic computations
4 - Dynamic aeroelastic computations
Flow variables
Mach number
Ratio of specific heats
Reynolds number
Angle of attack (freestream scaling in deg )
Freestream temperature for Sutherland Law





default i8 the diagonal form Beam-Warming central differencing
_et DIS2 and DIS_ to les_ than zero to invoke streamwi_e upwind option
VISC




*** comment line ***
INTG Flags for viscous options
Global flag
0 Inviscid Euler calculations
1 Viscous Navier-Stokes calculations
Flag for spanwise viscous terms
0 OFF
1 ON




*** comment line ***
ITURB
INTG Flags for turbulence modeling
0 - Laminar calculations
1 - Baldwin-Lomax turbulence model
ISPE
*** comment line ***
IDSM
INTG Variables for special options
0 - Original Baldwin-Lomax model
1 - Correction for vortical flows
ITER
*** comment line ***
NSTART
NSTOP









INTG Flags to control outputs
Freq. of grid output to unit 2
Freq. of pressure output to unit 6
Freq. of grid and q output to unit 2 and 3
Freq. of aeroelastic output to unit 13















Input for to x-grid generation
No. of x points from 1.e. to downstream
No. of x pts on wing surface (mult of 4)
X index of the t.e. (lower)
X index of the t.e. (upper)
Maximum value of x-grid in downstream









*** comment line ***
IRATIO INTG
ICONTR INTG
if IRATIO = 1 then read input in ratios as












this data is needed only if ICONTR = 1
CONDAT MIXED








*** comment line ***
YSCA REAL
AIRDAT
*** comment line ***
IAIR INTG
Spacing at the i.e.
Spacing at the t.e.
Input for z-grid
Spacing near the surface
Expo. stretching factor for z-grid
Input to define wing planform
Flag to define the type of planform data
1 Input in ratios
2 Input in co-ordinates
Flag to define the type of planform data
0 Control surface off
1 Control surface on
Y-index of the wing tip
Aspect ratio based on full span
Taper ratio
L.E. Sweep angle in deg
Y-index of the wing tip
Span station values of KGRD span sections
Leading edge X values of KGRD span sections
Chord values of KGRD span sections
Input to define control surface
0 - Sheared grid for moving control surface
1 - Algebraic grid for moving control surface
X/C value of control surface hinge
Inboard location of control surface hinge
Outboard location of control surface hinge
Inboard span index of control surface hinge
Outboard span index of control surface hinge
Input to define wing thickness
Scale for wing thickness at KGRD stations
Input to define wing section
Flag to define type of airfoil
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if IAIR = 1 read
*** comment line ***
THK REAL
if IAIR = 2 read coefficients o/polynomials
*** comment line ***
A0, A1, A2, REAL
A3, A4, A5
*** comment line ***
B1, B2, B3, REAL
B4, B5
if IAIR = 3 read
*** comment line ***
NAIRSEC INTG
for NAIRSEC sections repeat





*** comment line ***
XINU REAL
*** comment line ***
ZINU REAL
*** comment line ***
XINL REAL




























= 1 Circular arc of thickness ratio THK
= 2 Polynomial input data
= 3 Co-ordinate input data for variable sections
Thickness ratio of circular arc airfoils
Coefs. of the thickness funcs
Coefs. of the camber funcs
Number of airfoil sections
Section number
Number of points to define upper surface
Number of points to define lower surface
Span station value of the given section
NINU x values upper surface points
NINU z values upper surface points
NINL x values lower surface points
NINL z values lower surface points
Rigid and twist angles
Rigid angle of attack
KDIMC values of twist angles
Input for unsteady rigid motion
Reduced frequency based on chord
Phase lag in deg for pitch motion
Axes for pitch motion
Phase lag in deg for plunge motion
Scale factor for fourier coefficients
Pitch rate for ramp motion
Maximum ramp angle of attack
Flag to control motion type
MODINP INTG
NSPC INTG
if MODINP equal to 1 read following modal data
*** comment line ***
JMOD INTG
KMOD INTG
*** comment line ***
RMODX REAL
*** comment line ***
RMODY REAL
*** comment line ***
RIGMOD REAL
if MODINP equal to _ read following modal data
*** comment line ***
BENSCA REAL
*** comment line ***
PITDIS REAL
if ITASK equal to 8 or _ read following aeroela_tic
this data is needed only if ICONTR = 1
UNSCON











*** comment line ***
XMOD REAL
*** comment line ***
YMOD REAL
repeat following data till all modes are completed
*** comment line ***
repeat following data till all span_ are completed
*** comment line ***
DISP REAL
= 0 Steady case
= 1 Unsteady sinusoidal case
= 2 Unsteady ramp case
Flag to control modal data type
= 1 Modal data in shape format
= 2 Modal data in sectional value format
Number of time steps per cycle
No. of data points in x direction
No. of data points in y direction
Array of x-locations for modal data
Array of y-locations for modal data
Read matrix of modal displacements
Value of tip displacement in root chord
for the first bending mode
Array of length KGRD containing amplitudes
of sectional angles-of-attack in deg
data
Input for control surface motion
Reduced freq based on chord for control surface
Control surface amplitude in radians
Aeroelastic input data




No. of data points in x direction
No. of data points in y direction
Array of x-locations for modal data
Array of y-locations for modal data
Array of modal displacements along x-locations
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endrepeat
*** comment line ***
GENMAS
*** comment line ***
GENDAM
*** comment line ***
GENSTF
*** comment line ***
GENDII
*** comment line ***
GENVEI








(NMODESxNMODES) gen. mass matrix
(NMODESxNMODES) gen. damping matrix
(NMODESxNMODES) gen. stiffness matrix
(NMODES) initial gen. displacement vector
(NMODES) initial gen. velocity vector
(NMODES) initial gen. accn. vector
INPUT AND OUTPUT FILES









Grid on wing only for dynamic cases
Q on wing only for dynamic cases
Detailed echo of input and several output data
Residual output
Debug summary (negative jacobians)
Input Restart file (Q and grid in PLOT3D format)
Output Restart file (Q and grid in PLOT3D format)
Force coefficients every 10 time steps
NOTE
Enter input using free format with one line per group.
Comment lines are required to be read-in between groups.
Italics provides additional notes for each data group.
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APPENDIX- B
SAMPLE CASE OF A WING WITH OSCILLATING CONTROL SURFACE
RESTART 0(START) 1 (START FROM DIFFERENT TASK) 2 ( FROM SAME TASK), ZONES
0, 1
GRID JGRD KGRD LGRD
151, 44, 34
TASK 0 -- STD, 1-- UNS FROM STD, 2 -- UNS, 3-- STATIC AERO, 4., DYNAMIC AERO.
0
FLOW VARIABLES FSMACH, GAMMA, RE, ALP TEMP
0.854, 1.135, 0.0, 0., 0.0
DISSIPATIONS DIS2, DIS4
0.25, 0.02
VISCOUS OPTIONS GLOBAL, K-DIRECTION, L-DIRECTION
0, 0, 0
TURBULANCE OPTION 0., OFF, 1 -- ON
0
ALGORITHM FLAGS: FREESTREAM CAPTURING, REGENERATION FOR CONTROL,
DEGANI-SCHIFF
0, 1, 0
TIME STEPS START STOP
1, 10
PRINT FLAGS IPRGRD(grid) IPRPRE (pre), IPLTFRE(plot), IAERPRE(AERO)
1, 1000, 100000, 10000
XGRID DATA NXlN,NXlW,NLTRA,NUTRA, XMAX, XEXP, SNOS, STRA
75, 60, 16, 136, 3.0, 1.2, 0.008, 0.02
Z GRID DATA ZMAX, EXPONENT
0.005, 1.15
PLANFORM FORMAT 1., RATIOS, 2 -- CO-ORDINATES CONTROL SURFACE 0 -- OFF, 1 = ON
1, 1
WING DATA TIP INDEX (INDTIP) AR TR LE SWEEP ANGLE
34, 3.0, 0.142857143, 51.34019175
CONTROL SURFACE : IGRAL,X/C, SPAN INBOARD,OUTBOARD (2y/b), INDECES K1 ,K2






































0.0001E-02, 0.0001E-02, 0.0001E-02, 0.0001E-02, 0.0001E-02,
0.0001E-02, 0.0001E-02, 0.0001E-02, 0.0001E-02
















































































































































































































































0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
REDFRE, PHAA, PAXlS, PHAD, FORAMP,
0.5884, 0.0, 0.652, 0.0, 0.03839,






















































PRAT, RAMANG, MTYPE, MODINP NSPC(S,.5)








0.00000 0.08333 0.16667 0.25000 0.33333































































































































































































































0.16926 0.16524 0.16123 0.15130 0.14137
0.12621 0.11104 0.09112 0.07120 0.04708
0.02296 -0.00467 -0.03229
span station= 7
0.22103 0.20985 0.19867 0.18243 0.16619
0.14508 0.12398 0.09833 0.07267 0.04327
0.01386 -0.01817 -0.05021
span station= 8
0.22520 0.20788 0.19055 0.16941 0.14826
0.12332 0.09839 0.06996 0.04154 0.01031
-0.02091 -0.05407 -0.08722
span station= 9
0.22937 0.20590 0.18244 0.15638 0.13033
0.10156 0.07280 0.04160 0.01040 -0.02264
-0.05568 -0.08996 -0.12424
span station= 10
0.16305 0.13853 0.11402 0.08768 0.06135
0.03315 0.00496 -0.02484 -0.05465 -0.08564
-0.11664 -0.14848 -0,18031
span station= 11
0.09672 0.07116 0.04560 0.01899 -0.00763
-0.03525 -0.06287 -0.09129 -0.11970 -0.14865
-0.17760 -0.20699 -0.23639
span station= 12
-0.03402 -0,05564 -0.07726 -0.09950 -0.12175
-0.14453 -0.16730 -0.19045 -0.21360 -0.23703
-0.26045 -0.28407 -0.30767
span station= 13
-0.16479 -0.18246 -0.20014 -0.21801 -0.23588




0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000
0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000
0.00000 0.00000 0.00000
span station= 2
-0.00679 -0.00707 -0.00735 -0.00602 -0.00468
-0.00171 0.00126 0.00597 0.01068 0.01811
0.02555 0.03740 0.04925
span station= 3
-0.01358 -0.01414 -0.01471 -0.01203 -0.00936
38
-0.00342 0.00251 0.01193 0.02135 0.03622
0.05109 0.07479 0.09849
span station= 4
-0.03150 -0.02936 -0.02721 -0.02002 -0.01283
-0.00015 0.01252 0.03131 0.05011 0.07671
0.10330 0.14097 0.17863
span station= 5
-0.04941 -0.04457 -0.03972 -0.02801 -0.01629
0.00311 0.02252 0.05069 0.07887 0.11719
0.15550 0.20713 0.25875
span station= 6
-0.06534 -0.05598 -0.04662 -0.03023 -0.01384
0.01038 0.03460 0.06719 0.09979 0.14123
0.18267 0.23478 0.28688
span station= 7
-0.08127 -0.06740 -0.05352 -0.03246 -0.01139
0.01765 0.04668 0.08369 0.12071 0.16528
0.20984 0.26243 0.31501
span station., 8
-0.09840 -0.08289 -0.06739 -0.04568 -0.02398
0.00423 0.03243 0.06692 0.10141 0.14165
0.18190 0.22784 0.27378
span station-- 9
-0.11553 -0.09839 -0.08125 -0.05891 -0.03657
-0.00919 0.01818 0.05014 0.08211 0.11803
0.15395 0.19326 0.23255
span station= 10
-0.15643 -0.14017 -0.12392 -0.10399 -0.08406
-0.06061 -0.03716 -0.01055 0.01607 0.04534
0.07462 0.10606 0.13750
span station= 11
-0.19733 -0.18195 -0.16658 -0.14907 -0.13156
-0.11203 -0.09250 -0.07124 -0.04998 -0.02735
-0.00472 0.01887 0.04245
span station,, 12
-0.26248 -0.24992 -0.23737 -0.22362 -0.20987
-0.19502 -0.18016 -0.16438 -0.14859 -0.13210
-0.11560 -0.09868 -0.08177
span station., 13
-0.32763 -0.31790 -0.30817 -0.29819 -0.28820





0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000
0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000
0.00000 0.00000 0.00000
span station= 2
-0.04823 -0.04818 -0.04813 -0.04264 -0.03716
-0.03076 -0.02436 -0.01895 -0.01353 -0,01137
-0.00921 -0.01177 -0.01433
span station= 3
-0.09646 -0.09636 -0.09626 -0.08529 -0.07432
-0.06152 -0.04873 -0.03789 -0.02706 -0.02274
-0.01843 -0.02355 -0.02866
span station= 4
-0.17605 -0.16102 -0.14598 -0.12421 -0.10244
-0.08129 -0.06015 -0.04528 -0.03042 -0.02700
-0.02357 -0.03362 -0.04367
span station= 5
-0.25563 -0.22566 -0.19570 -0,16313 -0.13055
-0.10106 -0.07156 -0.05268 -0.03379 -0.03125
-0.02871 -0.04370 -0.05868
span station= 6
-0.20796 -0.17015 -0.13234 -0.09996 -0.06759
-0.04361 -0.01963 -0.00921 0.00121 -0.00499
-0.01119 -0.03263 -0.05406
span station= 7
-0,16029 -0.11463 -0.06897 -0.03680 -0.00463
0.01384 0.03230 0.03425 0.03620 0.02127
0.00634 -0.02156 -0.04944
span station= 8
-0.00518 0.02252 0.05022 0.06556 0.08090
0.08343 0.08595 0.07430 0.06265 0.03770
0.01276 -0.02154 -0.05583
span station= 9
0.14992 0.15966 0.16941 0.16792 0,16643
0.15302 0.13961 0.11435 0.08909 0.05414
0.01918 -0.02152 -0.06221
span station= 10
0.20459 0.19641 0.18824 0.17205 0.15587
0.13124 0.10661 0.07394 0.04128 0.00240
-0.03647 -0,07886 -0.12124
span station= 11
0.25925 0.23316 0.20706 0.17619 0.14531




0.10471 0.07608 0.04743 0.01603 -0.01537
-0.04942 -0.08347 -0.11952 -0.15558 -0.19278
-0.22999 -0.26754 -0.30508
span station= 13
-0.04984 -0.08103 -0.11222 -0.14414 -0.17607




0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000
0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000
0.00000 0.00000 0.00000
span station= 2
-0.03536 -0.03097 -0.02658 -0.01511 -0.00364
0.01008 0,02381 0.03417 0.04453 0.04754
0.05056 0.04713 0.04371
span station= 3
-0.07072 -0.06193 -0,05315 -0.03022 -0.00729
0.02017 0.04762 0.06834 0.08905 0.09509
0.10112 0,09427 0.08741
span station= 4
-0.11931 -0.09409 -0.06887 -0.03081 0.00726
0.04649 0.08572 0.11031 0.13489 0,13444
0.13400 0.11281 0.09162
span station= 5
-0.16790 -0.12625 -0.08460 -0.03140 0.02180
0.07281 0.12382 0.15227 0,18072 0.17379
0.16687 0.13134 0.09582
span station= 6
-0.15491 -0.11006 -0.06520 -0.01797 0.02927
0.06636 0.10344 0.11448 0.12552 0.10259
0.07965 0.02932 -0.02101
span station= 7
-0.14193 -0.09387 -0.04581 -0.00454 0,03674
0.05990 0.08307 0.07669 0.07031 0.03138
-0.00756 -0.07271 -0.13785
span station= 8
-0.11041 -0.07607 -0.04172 -0.01766 0.00641




-0.07890 -0.05827 -0.03764 -0.03077 -0.02391
-0.03474 -0,04558 -0,07607 -0.10657 -0.15469
-0.20280 -0.26544 -0.32807
span station= 10
-0.02216 -0.01178 -0.00140 -0.00233 -0.00325
-0.01757 -0.03189 -0.06030 -0.08871 -0.12948
-0.17025 -0,22104 -0.27183
span station= 11
0.03458 0.03471 0.03483 0.02612 0.01740
-0.00040 -0.01819 -0.04452 -0.07085 -0.10427
-0.13769 -0.17664 -0.21559
span station= 12
0.18799 0,18414 0.18029 0.17089 0.16149
0.14645 0.13140 0.11124 0.09108 0.06671
0.04234 0.01488 -0.01258
span station= 13
0.34143 0.33359 0.325760.31568 0.30560




0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000
0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000
0.00000 0.00000 0.00000
span station= 2
-0.03769 -0.02884 -0.01999 -0.00234 0.01532
0.03021 0.04509 0.04324 0,04140 0.01334
-0.01472 -0.07554 -0.13636
span station= 3
-0.07538 -0.05768 -0.03999 -0.00467 0.03065
0,06042 0,09018 0.08649 0.08279 0.02667
-0.02945 -0.15109 -0.27272
span station- 4
-0.12189 -0.08267 -0.04345 0.01008 0.06361
0.10166 0.13969 0.12469 0.10968 0.02425
-0.06118 -0.21331 -0.36542
span station= 5
-0.16840 -0.10766 -0.04691 0.02483 0.09657
0.14289 0.18920 0.16288 0.13656 0.02182
-0.09291 -0.27552 -0.45811
span station= 6
-0.16755 -0.10425 -0.04094 0.02437 0.08968




-0.16670 -0.10084 -0.03497 0.02391 0.08279
0.11079 0.13879 0.11851 0.09822 0.03755
-0.02312 -0.09259 -0.16205
span station= 8
-0.18162 -0.12498 -0.06833 -0.01746 0.03341
0.06403 0.09465 0.09589 0.09713 0.07596
0.05479 0.03330 0.01181
span station= 9
-0.19653 -0.14912 -0.10169 -0.05883 -0.01597
0.01727 0.05050 0.07327 0.09604 0.11437
0.13270 0.15919 0.18567
span station= 10
-0.22110 -0.17930 -0.13750 -0.09761 -0.05772
-0.02191 0.01390 0.04609 0.07829 0.11091
0.14352 0.18372 0.22392
span station= 11
-0.24566 -0.20948 -0.17330 -0.13639 -0.09948
-0.06109 -0.02271 0.01891 0.06054 0.10744
0.15433 0.20826 0.26218
span station= 12
-0.25895 -0.22990 -0.20085 -0.17022 -0.13959
-0.10632 -0.07305 -0.03585 0.00136 0.04356
0.08576 0.13295 0.18013
span station= 13
-0.27223 -0.25031 -0.22840 -0.20405 -0.17970















0.36051 E-05 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
0.45913E-05 0. 0. 0. 0.
0. 0.47239E-05 0. 0. 0.
0. 0. 0.48252E-05 0. 0.
0. 0. 0. 0.50495E-05 0.





















0.68240E-01 0. 0. 0. 0.
0. 0.12852E+01 0. 0. 0.
0. 0. 0.28045E+01 0. 0.
0. 0. 0. 0.10453E+02 0.
0. 0. 0. 0.
0. 0. 0. 0.
GENDIS
0.2, 0.2, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0
GENVEL
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0
GENACC
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design of high-speed vehicles, and flow separations that often lead to buffeting with undesirable
structural oscillations. The simulation of these complex aeroelastic phenomena requires an integrated
analysis of fluids and structures. This report presents a summary of the development, applications, and
procedures to use the multidisciplinary computer code ENSAERO. This code is based on the Euler/
Navier-Stokes flow equations and modal/finite-element structural equations.
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